NOTE:
S1 is open when spring is charged.
S2 is closed when spring is charged.

CLOSE BLOCKER SWITCH
OPEN WHILE RACKING BREAKER

CLOSE BLOCKER SWITCH
LOCATED IN THE TRUCK
OPEN WHILE RACKING BREAKER

MODEL 4 ADVAC EL SCHEMATIC

ABB Inc.
Power Technology
Medium Voltage

1B11958

NEXT ASSY:
BY: R HOLMES
DATE: 8/11/09

CHDS BOUNSAV
DATE: 8/11/09

APPRE DULLN
DATE: 8/11/08

SHOP ORDER
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MODEL 4

ABB Inc.
Power Technology
Medium Voltage

1B11971

NEXT ASSY: R HOLMES
CHDS: DUNSAV
DATE: 7/1/09
DATE: 7/1/09
SHOP ORDER:

ADDED "MODEL 4" TO TITLE
MULTIPLE CHANGES TO SCHEMATICS

NOTES:
All contacts are shown with the breaker in the OPEN POSITION & READY unless otherwise specified.
* Coil Monitoring Devices cannot be used and will be recognized as a Close or Open Signal.
** READY Contact is CLOSED when the breaker is ready for operation.
*** READY Contact is CLOSED when the breaker is not ready for operation.
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